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Career Tip: Your Work Life Will Be Smooth, ButCareer Tip: Your Work Life Will Be Smooth, But
Watch What You SayWatch What You Say

Those born in  the year of  the dog can expect  a bright  and

lucky 2021. Seize this chance to work hard for your goals! The lucky

star “Commander’s Saddle” is watching over you, making you extra

inspired and efficient on your job. You may also meet someone who

will give you lots of help in the progress of your career. However,

the unlucky star “Tongues Wag” in your life cycle is a warning to

always  watch  your  words  and  refrain  from  gossip  or  unwanted

criticism, as these can both affect your future in your workplace. On

the other hand, the lucky star “Heavenly Virtue” predicts a year of

popularity,  where  you  have  the  wholehearted  support  of  your

superiors and colleagues.

Something  you  must  especially  be  aware  of  this  year  is

business  scams,  so  always  keep  your  eyes  open  no  matter  how

trustworthy something may look.  Those born in  the year  of  the

tiger and, to a lesser degree, those born in the year of the rat are

your  good-luck  charms  when  it  comes  to  your  career.

Collaborations with such people are likely to lead to success in your

work life. Careers involving the elements wood and water will be

the most beneficial to you.

Finance Tip: Your Finance Fortune Is Great, But Finance Tip: Your Finance Fortune Is Great, But 
Watch Out For RusesWatch Out For Ruses

Your finance fortune is excellent this year. Expect to gain a lot

from both regular and other side sources. Your regular source will

be stable, and your investments will be fruitful. This is a good time

to start a company or purchase assets, but not so much investing in

stocks. The unlucky star “Evil  Threat” in your chart warns you of

unexpected  expenditures  caused  by  a  malicious  person,  so  be

careful to not make enemies and steer clear of potential traps.

Health Tip: Be Careful Of What You Eat And Health Tip: Be Careful Of What You Eat And 
Take Care Of The ElderlyTake Care Of The Elderly

You’ll be mostly healthy this year, and though small illnesses

may  trouble  you,  nothing  big  will  happen.  Be  especially  careful

when it comes to what you eat, as your spleen and stomach are

prone to sickness. Also, the unlucky star “Funeral Gown” is in your

life  cycle  this  year,  so  take  care  of  the  elderly  relatives  in  your

household  just  in  case.  Also  take  precautions  against  household

fires  and  thefts.  In  the  beginning  of  the  year,  you’re  prone  to

contracting diseases from others, so eat well and dress warm.
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Relationship Tip: You’ll Have A Happy Love Relationship Tip: You’ll Have A Happy Love 
Life, But Don’t Nitpick Too Much.Life, But Don’t Nitpick Too Much.

Your  relatives  and  friends  may be touchy this  year  when it

comes  to  what  you  say,  so  be  especially  careful  of  your

words. Your romance life will improve in leaps and bounds

this  year,  but  a  cheating  situation  may  arise.

Things will  calm down,  however,  if  you solve

the issue in a level-headed manner. Also, try

not to  be too nit-picky when it  comes to

your partner.

Dog: Soaring HopesDog: Soaring Hopes
Dragons and hawks soaring in the sky is a thrilling and inspiring

sight. Dragons are one of the ancient “four spirits” as well as the

symbol of the Emperor, making it the overlord

of all beings. In this ornament, a dragon flies

above the clouds  with  an ambitious hawk,

forming a truly auspicious sight.

Those born in the year of the dog will have a great

year finance-wise and work-wise. You’ll also meet

someone who will be helpful in your career, so

seize  this  chance  to  work  hard!  Place  this

“Soaring  Hopes”  ornament  in  the  south  of

your quarters, and it will bring you a year

of good fortune.
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